We study the problem of matching photos of a person to paintings of that person, in order to retrieve similar paintings given a query photo. This is challenging as paintings span many media (oil, ink, watercolor) and can vary tremendously in style (caricature, pop art, minimalist).
Introduction
Is there a painting of you out there? Probably not. But there may be one which looks just like you, as one man found out to his astonishment [6] . This raises the question of how to find such a painting (in a very large corpus) given a photo of a person's face. Of course, the extent to which a person in a photo resembles a different person in a painting is subjective, and very difficult to quantify. So, instead, we consider the question: given photographs of a person, can we retrieve paintings of that same person (in a large corpus)? The advantage of this question is that it is quantifiable, and so we can define a loss function and use tools from machine learning to improve performance. Also, armed with the developed methods we should then be able to find different, but similar looking, people in paintings, starting from a photo.
Initially, one might be skeptical over whether retrieving paintings of a person starting from a photo is achievable. Photographs and paintings have very different low level statistics and to make matters worse, painted portraits are prone to large variations in style: politicians are often highly caricatured, Hollywood icons of the past frequently get the Andy Warhol treatment and are transformed into pop art. This problem is essentially one of domain adaptation [15, 23, 32] from faces in photos to those in paintings; learning how to overcome both the low-level and stylistic differences.
To investigate how successfully we can use face photos to retrieve paintings, we require a large corpus for which there are both photos and paintings of the same person. To this end we use photos of celebrities and public figures to retrieve paintings from two distinct datasets: (i) paintings from the National Portrait Gallery, which are largely photo-realistic in nature, and (ii) paintings produced by the public crawled from the DeviantArt website [3] , which are much more varied in style. The contrast between these datasets allows us to observe what effect large variations in style have on retrieval. Figure 1 shows samples from the datasets, which are described in more detail in section 3. We explore the differences of using shallow [29] vs. deep [28] features for faces for this domain adaptation problem. Furthermore, we study whether retrieval performance can be improved, over using the raw features, by learning either (i) a linear projection on the features using discriminative dimensionality reduction (DDR), or (ii) face-specific classifiers. Section 2 describes the learning methods, section 4 the implementation details, and section 5 assesses the performance. Section 6 considers the inverse problem: how reciprocal is the domain adaptation problem? Given a single painting, can we retrieve photos of that person?
Lastly, in section 7, to return to our original question, we query a large dataset of oil paintings with photos of famous faces to find out if they have any previously unknown doppelgängers, this is further combined with attribute classifiers to retrieve paintings with specific facial attributes such as 'frowning'.
Related Work
Photos to Paintings. Work on the domain adaptation problem of learning from photos and retrieving paintings has come into being in recent years. Shrivastava et al. [35] use an Exemplar SVM [25] to retrieve paintings of specific buildings. Aubry et al. [8] improve on this by utilising mid-level discriminative patches, the patches in question demonstrating remarkable invariance between photos and paintings. Subsequently, in [13] we showed that this patch-based method can be extended to object categories in paintings beyond the instance matching of [8] . Others [40, 41] have considered the wider problem of generalising across many depictive styles (e.g. photo, cartoon, painting) by building a depiction invariant graph model.
Features generated using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have shown effectiveness at a variety of tasks [16, 20, 27, 30] . In our earlier work [14] , we showed that classifiers using CNN features learnt on photos are able to correctly recognise object categories in paintings to a high degree of accuracy. We examine here whether this can be extended to facial identities.
Face Identification. There is a vast corpus of work on facial identification (for recent work, see references on the 'Labeled Faces in the Wild' dataset (LFW) website [1] ). In many cases [9, 12] the image representation used is highly tailored and face specific. The inspiration for the facial representation in this paper is the work of Simonyan et al. [37] who illustrated that a generic Fisher Vector representation [29] performed well on the LFW benchmark [22] . The performance was further improved by discriminatively reducing the dimension of the feature vector by optimising classification loss for positive and negative image pairs, an idea first explored for faces by [21] . An alternative is to optimise a ranking loss, for example over image triplets [11, 19, 34, 39] . Recently, Schroff et al. [33] have achieved excellent results on face recognition by learning a CNN using triplet-loss.
Learning to improve photo-painting based retrieval
In this section, the methods for using photos to retrieve paintings are described. Assume we have a dataset D containing paintings of many different people where each painting is represented by a feature vector, y j . Given a person, the dataset D is queried using n photos of that person, represented by feature vectors x 1 , x 2 ...x n .
Three methods are considered: using (i) L2 distance on the original features, (ii) Discriminative Dimensionality Reduction on the photo and painting features, or (iii) by learning classifiers. Both (ii) & (iii) utilise a training set of photos and paintings to learn how to transfer between the two. The details of the features and how the learning methods are implemented are given in section 4.
L2 Distance
For a given person, each painting in D is scored according to the mean Euclidean distance between its feature and those of the photos used to query. More formally, given photos
..x n , the score for each painting y j is given by 1
The paintings are ranked according to this score, from lowest to highest.
Discriminative Dimensionality Reduction (DDR)
Here we learn a discriminative linear projection W such that the L2 distance between projected features of a photo and painting, given by ||W x − Wy|| 2 2 , is small if the photo and painting are of the same person and larger by a margin if they are not. There are three reasons for discriminatively learning to reduce the dimension: firstly, it removes redundancy in the feature vectors, allowing them to become smaller, thus more suitable for large-scale retrieval; secondly, it tailors the features to specifically distinguish between faces, which would otherwise be lacking in the case of Fisher Vectors; thirdly, it specifically addresses the domain adaptation between photos and paintings.
The projection is learnt using ranking loss on triplets [34] : given a photo of a person x, a painting of the same person y + and a painting of a different person y − , the projected distance between x and y + should be less than that between x and y − by some margin:
Given sets of triplets, W can be learnt by optimising the following cost function which incorporates the constraint (1) softly in a hinge-loss:
This optimisation is carried out using stochastic gradient descent: at each iteration t a triplet (x, y + , y − ) is considered, and if the constraint (1) is violated, W t is updated by subtracting the sub-gradient, as:
where γ is the learning rate. For retrieval, all features are projected by W before L2 distance is calculated, and then paintings are ranked on the mean distance, as above in section 2.1.
Learning Classifiers
Instead of considering distances, it is possible to learn classifiers using the query photos of each person. As we query with a small number of photos, this is very similar to an Exemplar SVM formulation [25] . Given photos for a person, a linear SVM is learnt that discriminates these query photos from both paintings and photos not containing that person.
Data
As described in section 1, retrieval is performed on two distinct datasets containing portraits of people with known identities. Photos of these people are required to query these datasets.
In addition to this, the learning methods of section 2 require a training set of both photos and paintings. In this section we describe how the images are sourced (section 3.1), and then how these are used to form the required datasets (section 3.2). A summary of these datasets is provided in table 1. 
Image Sources
DeviantArt. The website DeviantArt [3] showcases art produced by the public, sorted by various categories (e.g. photography, traditional art, manga, cartoons). Among this work there are many portraits of well known figures, particularly in popular culture. To obtain these portraits, we compiled a list of thousands of famous men and women (people who appeared frequently on IMDB [5]) and crawled DeviantArt using their names as queries. The paintings obtained from DeviantArt are highly prone to variation. Some have been painted and others sketched, many are caricaturistic in nature and lack a photo-realistic quality. The extent of this variety is made clear in the sample paintings provided in figure 1 .
National Portrait Gallery. Many of the paintings in London's National Portrait Gallery are publicly available as a subset of the 'Your Paintings' [2] dataset. Some example portraits are shown in figure 1 . The portraits are typically quite photo-realistic in nature and are predominantly painted using oil.
Datasets
We require three types of dataset: (i) query sets, that contain multiple photos of each person;
(ii) retrieval sets, that contain paintings of the same persons; and (iii) a training set containing both photos and paintings of people, where the matrix W and classifiers will be learnt from.
The query set is used to issue queries for each person, and the performance is measured on the retrieval set. There should be no people in common between the training and other sets. Furthermore, none of the retrieval identities are used to learn the network that produces CNN features.
Retrieval Set -DEVret. A single painting for each of 1,088 people obtained from De-viantArt form a retrieval set. To make the retrieval task more difficult this set is supplemented with 2,000 random portraits from DeviantArt that do not contain any of the people's names in the title.
Retrieval Set -NPGret. A painting for each of 188 people in the National Portrait Gallery is taken to form a retrieval set. The reason this number is not higher is because many people depicted in the National Portrait Gallery lived before the age of photography. These 188 portraits are supplemented with 2,000 random portraits from 'Your Paintings'. There are 9,000 paintings in total. The distribution of paintings per person is a long tail, this is illustrated in table 2, along with the names of the most prevalent people.
Query Sets. The sets of photos used for querying the retrieval sets, denoted as DEVquery and NPGquery each contain five photos from Google Image Search per person in their respective sets. The photos have been manually filtered to ensure that they have the correct identities. Right: A plot that shows the number of people for which there are k or more paintings.
Implementation Details
Here we describe in detail the feature representations used for the faces as well as the implementation of the methods of section 2.
Face Detection. For a given image, a Deformable Part Model (DPM) [17, 18] trained using the method of [26] is used to detect the location of the face. The detection box is then expanded by 10% in each direction and cropped from the image. The cropped face is then used to compute either a Fisher Vector or CNN feature.
Fisher Vector Representation. For generating improved Fisher Vector [29] features the cropped face is first resized to 150 × 150 pixels, before the pipeline of [10] is used with the implementation available from the website [4]: RootSIFT [7] features are extracted at multiple scales from each image. These are decorrelated and reduced using PCA to 64-D and augmented with the (x,y) co-ordinates of the extraction location. For each image, the mean and covariance of the distances between its features and each of the 512 centres of a pre-computed Gaussian Mixture Model are recorded and stacked resulting in a 67584-D Fisher Vector. Finally this vector is L2-normalised.
CNN Representation. We use the network of [28] . It is based on the architecture of the VGG Very Deep Model A [36] which achieved state of the art results on the ImageNet Large Scale Recognition Challenge [31] . The network is learnt from scratch using a large dataset of faces of people obtained from Google Image Search. The network is trained using a multi-way classification soft-max loss as described in [36] , using the publicly available MatConvNet package [38] . To obtain a feature vector, the cropped face is resized to 224 × 224 pixels before being passed into the network. The 4096-D output of the penultimate layer (the last fully-connected layer) is then extracted and L2-normalised.
Discriminative Dimensionality Reduction. A PCA projection to 128-D is learnt using the training data. This is used as the W to initialise the optimisation. Triplets are either (i) generated at random offline, or (ii) semi-hard negative triplets [33] are formed online. In the latter case, at each iteration a positive photo-painting pair (x, y + ) is considered with each of n random negative paintings y − as candidate triplets (we set n = 100). Only the candidate for which (||W x −Wy − || 2 2 − ||W x −Wy + || 2 2 ) has the lowest positive value is then used. The optimisation is run for 1 million iterations. 
Experiments
In this section, the retrieval task is assessed on the two datasets. For each person in the query set (DEVquery or NPGquery), the photos of that person are used to rank all the paintings in the retrieval set (DEVret or NPGret) using a given method. The rank held by the correct painting (the one that has the same identity as the query photos) is recorded. Across all people queried, the recall at k for all k is recorded and averaged -this average recall is denoted as Re@k.
The Re@k for various k are given in table 3 for different methods. The corresponding curves are shown in figure 3 . A selection of successful retrievals are illustrated in figure 4.
Experiment
Dataset Re@1 Table 3 : Percentage Re@k on the retrieval sets for assorted methods and features. DDR refers to Discriminative Dimensionality Reduction, (i) and (ii) refer to the methods of triplet selection given in section 4.
Fisher Vector Learning Results. Both DDR and classification boost the Re@k performance over raw L2 distances for a range of k. This shows that the domain adaptation learning is successful in overcoming the low level statistical and stylistic differences between the photos and paintings. For DDR, Re@k is generally higher for method (ii) (i.e. when semihard negative triplets are generated online) as it forces the learning to cope with the most difficult borderline cases, allowing it to distinguish between very similar looking people. Using a classifier (which can learn discriminatively what differentiates a particular identity from others) typically outperforms DDR for low k but is thereafter surpassed. Re@k on NPG is generally higher than that on DEV for all methods, this is probably because some DeviantArt-style paintings are highly abstract and difficult to retrieve. Interestingly, the DDR matrix performs very well for National Portrait Gallery retrieval, despite having been learnt on DeviantArt style paintings.
CNN Results. The first thing to note is that CNN results always exceed those of Fisher Vectors, even after learning. Interestingly, additional learning for CNN features has negligible effect on performance (this is why further CNN experiments are absent from table 3 ).
The network training has probably already captured the discriminative aspects of a person's face, remarkably to such an extent that the stylistic differences and low level statistics of paintings are of little consequence. The features also demonstrate invariance to pose: notice in figure 4(c) that the side-profile painting of Bradley James has been retrieved using front-profile images. In the case of the Deborah Harry (f) painting where much of the facial outline is missing, the discriminative eyes and lips have been picked out.
Retrieving Photos with Paintings
The focus of the majority of this paper has been: starting with photos of a person, retrieve a painting of that person. Here, we instead try to retrieve photos starting with the paintings, to observe how reciprocal the adaptation problem is.
Evaluation. For each of the 1,088 people featured in DEVret paintings, 75 photos are crawled from Google Image Search. These are supplemented with distractor photos to form a retrieval set of 97,545 photos. Photos are retrieved from this set using each of the 1,088 DEVret paintings as a single query; photos are ranked using the L2 distance between CNN features of the photos and the painting. This proves to be highly successful and some example retrievals are given in figure 5 along with the Average Precisions (AP) of retrieval. 
Finding Doppelgängers in Art
In this section, we return to our first goal: Given a photo of a person, we would like to retrieve a painting of a very similar looking person. To qualitatively evaluate this problem, we form a set of 40,000 paintings by applying a face detector to the entirety of the 'Your Paintings' [2] dataset and filtering the paintings with the highest classifier scores. This set is queried with photos of famous people known not to be present among the paintings, using L2 distances between the CNN features. Some example retrievals are found in figure 6 . Notice that the results are uncanny: the portraits and photos have very similar facial features.
Incorporating Attributes. Consider not just being able to find a similar looking painting, but one that also has a given attribute, such as 'frowning'. Motivated by this, we combine this retrieval with attribute classifiers, such that the painting retrieved y satisfies:
argmin y ||x − y|| 2 2 − λ w a y (4) where x is the query photo and w a is an attribute classifier. λ adjusts the influence of the attribute classifier on retrieval. We demonstrate how retrieval changes with λ in figure 7 : as λ increases, so does the extent of the attribute in the retrieved painting.
Implementation Details. Classifiers are learnt for 50 of the attributes listed in [24] : For a given attribute, photos are obtained by crawling Google Image Search with the attribute name as a query. The CNN features extracted from these photos are used as positive examples in a linear SVM with photos of the 49 other attributes as negatives to learn a classifier. These classifiers are then applied to the set of 40,000 paintings. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have shown that it is possible to retrieve paintings of people starting with photos of the same person (and vice versa), and that for a Fisher Vector face representation, discriminative learning can significantly increase performance. We have further shown that CNN features produced from a network learnt entirely on photos are able generalise remarkably well to paintings of many different styles. Furthermore, the similarity between these features can be used to find photos and paintings of people that look eerily similar. It would be interesting to explore whether retrieval can be improved by learning a network directly on both photos and paintings.
